LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

FOLLOWING REPEAT STATE 113624 ACTION SECSTATE DATED 5/30/74.

QUOTE LIMITED OFFICIAL USE STATE 113624

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: CVIS, SREF, CZ (SOUKUP, JIRI/FAMILY)
SUBJECT: ASYLUM REQUEST: JIRI SOUKUP
REF: NICOSIA'S 1012

1. CHARGE COST ECONOMY CLASS FARE NICOSIA TO VIENNA FOR SOUKUP FAMILY TO US MISSION GENEVA APPROPRIATION 19-4/51143, ALLOTMENT 3278 OBLIGATION 24102 THROUGH FORM 477. ADVISE DEPARTMENT AND GENEVA EXACT COST.

2. HAVE ALIEN SIGN TRANSPORTATION LOAN AGREEMENT REIMBURSEMENT FORM AND FORWARD TO DEPARTMENT. FYI DEPARTMENT WILL SEND FORM TO AMERICAN FUND FOR CZECHOSLOVAK REFUGEES FOR REIMBURSEMENT. BROWN UNQUOTE KISSINGER
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